Punctuation

Statements tell you something. They end with a period. (.)

Questions ask something. They end with a question mark. (?)

Exclamations are sentences that show excitement. They end with an exclamation point. (!)

Read each sentence. Circle the answer that shows the correct ending punctuation mark.

1. What time is it  a) ?  b) .  c) !
2. Please close the window  a) .  b) !  c) ?
3. My dad made a sandwich  a) !  b) ?  c) .
4. Kimberly is a wonderful singer  a) .  b) !  c) ?
5. Help  a) ?  b) .  c) !
6. Where is my little dog  a) !  b) ?  c) .
7. Bring me a pair of scissors  a) .  b) !  c) ?
8. What is your lucky number  a) ?  b) .  c) !
9. Hooray, we won the game  a) !  b) ?  c) .
10. Are you having a good time  a) .  b) !  c) ?
11. Please help me wash the dishes  a) ?  b) .  c) !
12. The button popped off of your shirt  a) .  b) ?  c) !
13. Will it rain this week  a) !  b) .  c) ?
14. Please fix my computer  a) !  b) .  c) ?
Statements tell you something. They end with a period. (.)

Questions ask something. They end with a question mark. (?)

Exclamations are sentences that show excitement. They end with an exclamation point. (!)

Read each sentence. Circle the answer that shows the correct ending punctuation mark.